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INTRODUCTION

WARNING

Introducing the Hideaway Privacy Screen assembly manual. In this manual, we will show you 
how to assemble your own Privacy Screen. Before beginning the assembly, make sure that there 
is ample room for installing and assembling your product. The amount of Base Shelf Trays with 
your assembly may also vary.   
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There is a maximum availalbe weight of 10 KG per large basket,
and 5 KG per small bracket. Some steps might require the 
assistance of two people. 

Privacy Screen x1

Anchor Bolt x4

Lag Screw
x10

Hand Level
x1



PARTS & TOOLS CHECK LIST
Ensure that the following parts are included with your Privacy Screen. These are crucial 
components that will be the mainframe of your entire assembly. 

Privacy Screen x1 Post Cap x2

Tek Screw
x 10

Post x2

Anchor Bolt x4 Wood Screw
x10

Brackets x2

Bolt and Nut Assembly
x10

Lag Screw
x10

Hand Level
x1

Mallet Rubber Hammer
x1

Power Drill with Phillips 
Head Drill Bit

x1

Phillips Screwdriver
x1

Tape Measure
x1

Square Screwdriver
x1

Adjustable Wrench
x1
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PRIVACY SCREEN VARIANTS
There are unique patterns and variations for you to choose from for your ideal assembly of 
the Privacy Screen. Below are the available options that Hideaway offers that suit your desired 
pattern and variation.
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Branch Dash River Rock



PARTS
Below is a breakdown of how the parts will come together for your final product, as detailed in a 
simplified exploded view below

Bolt and Nut Assembly

Privacy
Screen

Bracket

Post

A total of two posts 
will support your 
privacy screen. 

A total of two brackets 
will keep your screen 
secured to the posts. 
If you decide not to 
use brackets, there 
will be an alternative 
step.

Your screen will be se-
cured with two posts 
and optional brackets.

Dimensions of your door 
panel may vary, but 
should match with the 
general height of your 
cabinet. Please refer to 
pages 10 and 11 for fur-
ther information 
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OPTION 1
Not all installs require posts.HideAway Privacy Screens are designed to also be mounted to 
custom pillars, framed in wood, or other surfaces. It’s as easy as just face mounting them or 
building a frame for them to sit in.

WITH BRACKETS INSTALLED

 ● The following pages will show how to install the privacy screen with the provided 
brackets. If you wish to install the screen without the provided brackets, please refer 
to page 10  
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INSTRUCTIONS

Have adequate space for installation

Install the posts and secure them 3 feet 
apart from inside

Begin Step  One by choosing a desired location and 
gather the required tools to assist you in measuring the 
specifications and dimensions to set up your privacy screen 
installation.

Verify that the measurements are exact and adequate. 
Once the measurements have been verified, secure both 
posts using a total of four bolts, two on each corner of the 
post, as shown. Use a square screwdriver to secure these 
bolts. Take care not to over tighten the bolts.

Locate the two post caps and align them to the top of the 
posts. Secure the post caps to the posts using a mallet 
rubber hammer. 

1.

3.

4.

Step 1 - Choose a desired location and measure

Secure the posts

Locate the Post Caps and secure them

Once your desired location has been determined, mount 
the posts to the location and measure them 3 feet apart 
from each other from the inside, as shown.

2.



Ensure that the bracket is 3 inches above 
the base of the post

INSTRUCTIONS

Locate the brackets and line up into place

Secure the bracket to the post using five tek 
screws.

Next, secure the bracket to the posts using a total of five 
tek screws. Tigthen the screws using a square screwdriver. 
Repeat these steps for the remaining screws.

1.

3.

Step 2 - Install the brackets and privacy screen

Repeat these steps for the opposite side

Before securing the bracket, make sure that it is three feet 
above the base of the post. Have another person assist you 
and hold the bracket in place,

Begin Step Two by locating the brackets and lining them up 
to the inner sections of the post and line up the brackets to 
the holes, as shown.

Finally, repeat these steps for the opposite side and 
remaining screws. 

2.

4.
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Secure the privacy screen using ten bolt 
and nut assemblies

INSTRUCTIONS

Locate the privacy screen and push into 
place

Repeat these steps for the remaining hardware 
and opposite side

Finally, repeat these steps for the remaining hardware and 
opposite side. 

5.

3.

Step 2 - Install the brackets and privacy screen

Repeat the entire procedure for each additional 
privacy screen, if desired

Secure the privacy screen to the bracket using a total of ten 
bolt and nut assemblies. Align the bolt on one side and the 
nut on the opposite side of the screens, as shown. Tighten 
the hardware using a Philips screwdriver while holding the 
nut into place. 

With the assistance of another person, push the privacy 
screen into place so that it becomes flush with the top 
section of the bracket and have another person keep the 
privacy screen intact.

For each additional privacy screen, simply repeat the entire 
procedure until the total amount of privacy screens installed 
is sufficient.  Verify that a minimum 100mm (4”) gap is 
left between the bottom of the screen, and the mounting 
surface.

2.

4.
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OPTION 2
Not all installs require posts. HideAway Privacy Screens are designed to also be mounted to 
custom pillars, framed in wood, or other surfaces. It’s as easy as just face mounting them or 
building a frame for them to sit in.

INSTALLING WITHOUT THE PROVIDED BRACKETS

 ● The following pages will show how to install the privacy screen without the provided 
brackets. If you wish to install the screen with the provided brackets, please refer to 
page 6  
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INSTRUCTIONS

Secure the posts

Verify that the measurements are exact and adequate. 
Once the measurements have been verified, secure both 
posts using a total of four bolts, two on each corner of the 
post, as shown. Use a square screwdriver to secure these 
bolts. Take care not to over tighten the bolts.

3.

Step 1 - Choose a desired location and measure

Have adequate space for installation

Install the posts and secure them 2 feet & 
3/4 of an inch apart from inside

Locate the post caps and secure them 

Begin Step  One by choosing a desired location and 
gather the required tools to assist you in measuring the 
specifications and dimensions to set up your privacy screen 
installation.

Once your desired location has been determined, mount 
the posts to the location and measure them 2 feet & 3/4 of 
an inch apart from each other from the inside, as shown.

Locate the two post caps and align them to the top of the 
posts. Secure the post caps to the posts using a mallet 
rubber hammer. 

1.

2.

4.



Secure the privacy screen using wood 
screws

INSTRUCTIONS

Locate the brackets and line up into place

Repeat these steps for the remaining hardware 
and opposite side.

Next, secure the bracket to the posts using a total of five 
tek screws. Tigthen the screws using a square screwdriver. 
Repeat these steps for the remaining screws.

1.

3.

Step 2 - Install the privacy screen

Repeat the entire procedure for each additional 
privacy screen, if desired

Secure the privacy screen using a total of ten wood screws, 
five for each side. Tighten the screws using a square 
screwdriver. 

Begin Step Two by locating the privacy screen to the inner 
sections of the post and line up the brackets to the holes, 
as shown. Have another person assist you and keep the 
screen intact.

For each additional privacy screen, simply repeat the entire 
procedure until the total amount of privacy screens installed 
is sufficient.  Verify that a minimum 100mm (4”) gap is 
left between the bottom of the screen, and the mounting 
surface.

2.

4.
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Get in touch with us and 
we’d love to answer all 
your questions or com-

ments. We have our team 
ready to help with any-

thing you need. 
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Technical support

HideAwayScreens.ca
info@hideawayscreens.ca

© Hideaway Screens 2019, All Rights Reserved

780.619.3310

info@hideawayscreens.ca




